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Abstract: With the increasing interest in wireless communications from solar-powered aircraft-based
high altitude platforms (HAPs), it is imperative to assess the feasibility of their deployment in different
locations with the constraints on energy consumption and payload weight under consideration.
This paper considers the energy management of solar-powered aircraft-based HAPs for wireless
communications service provisioning in equatorial regions and regions further up the northern
hemisphere. The total solar energy harvested and consumed on the shortest day of the year is
analyzed, and it is explained how this determines the feasibility of long endurance, semi-permanent
missions. This takes into account the different aircraft-based HAPs and the energy storage systems
currently available, and how these can be deployed for wireless communications. We show that
the solar-powered HAPs are energy and weight limited, and this depends largely on the platform’s
wingspan available for the deployment of solar collectors. Our analysis show that services can be
provided for a duration of 15–24 h/day using current platforms, with wingspans ranging between
25–35 m, depending on the configuration and coverage radius. Furthermore, we show that doubling
an aircraft’s wingspan can increase its payload capacity by a factor of 6, which in turn enhances its
feasibility for wireless communications.
Keywords: aerial platform; HAP; UAV; wireless communication; energy management; solar energy
1. Introduction
There is a significantly increasing interest in the use of solar-powered high altitude platforms
HAPs for a range of applications including wireless communications, earth observation, environmental
monitoring and atmospheric studies [1–5], especially since the first solar-powered aircraft-based HAP
was successfully deployed [5]. Energy management is a fundamental task of such systems that
needs careful consideration to make them operational. Specifically, the paper focuses on energy
management of HAPs deployed as base stations for wireless communication between ground-based
users, as opposed to air-to-air or air-to-ground communication. For continuous operation throughout
the desired mission duration, the energy requirements of the wireless communication subsystem
govern how much solar energy is needed to maintain flight and support the payload during the day,
and how much solar energy needs to be harvested and stored for night usage. The paper explores the
current state-of-the-art in energy storage systems and solar cells needed and investigates whether this
is sufficient for future operations. This requires adequate solar energy harvesting and consumption
modelling for both platform and payload. Solar-powered HAPs use energy harvested by solar cells
during the day to maintain flight, while any excess is stored in an energy storage system for night-time
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operation [6–8]. The harvested energy is dependent on the incident angle of the sun’s rays on the solar
cells, the duration of daylight, air mass [5] and latitude of the cells. Therefore, different capabilities
and configurations of HAPs are needed for operations in different locations considering the latitude
dependent solar irradiance.
1.1. Related Literature
While numerous studies [9–12] discuss the design and performance of solar-powered aircraft,
most focus on aeronautics. A few studies [13,14] consider solar cell energy harvesting in relation to
solar-powered aircraft. However, while the emphasis of [13] is on aerodynamic structural design of
solar powered HAP, the authors in [14] focus on the solar energy performance of smaller aircraft of
1 m wingspan. Understanding energy harvesting requires a realistic energy model for HAPs. Early
studies [8,15] on electrical systems and components at high altitude, considering the most significant
energy consuming subsystems, suggest that solar cells at high altitude can potentially harvest enough
energy to support an aircraft. Using a tethered aerostatic high-altitude platform, a solar energy
harvesting model is proposed in [16]. The harvested energy is transmitted to the ground using a
power cable attached to the platform tether. The proposed model is based on tropospheric altitudes
and expresses instantaneous solar intensity as a function of the atmospheric extinction parameter.
This model cannot be straightforwardly used for HAPs operating in stratospheric altitudes due to the
dissimilarity in the platform and altitude characteristics. Conversely, an energy model for stratospheric
altitudes is developed in [17]. The model originally assumes that the aircraft is at ground level and then
the resulting model is adjusted for stratospheric altitude, requiring parameters like refractive index
and optical depth. The extrapolation of these parameter values can potentially introduce inaccuracies
in the results. Thus, a reasonably accurate, realistic and less complex energy collection model based on
extra-terrestrial radiation suitable for stratospheric applications is required.
With an appropriate energy harvesting model, this work requires a comparison between harvested
energy and energy consumed by both the platform and payload. For viability, the average rate at
which energy is consumed must be less than the average rate at which energy is harvested. In [1],
the expression for power per wing area required for cruising is given. Energy consumption of a
solar-powered aircraft during the climb phase of flight is discussed in [18]. Here, the analysis assumes
that the aircraft is in a steady level flight. On the other hand, estimating the energy consumption of
the HAP wireless communication payload also requires a realistic model. Unfortunately, there is no
consumption model for HAP wireless communication payloads in the public domain, although a
few models have been proposed for terrestrial base stations (BS). One of the most popular energy
consumption models for a terrestrial BS was proposed by the Energy Aware Radio and neTwork
tecHnologies (EARTH) project as a framework to evaluate the energy efficiency of a BS. The energy
efficiency evaluation framework (E3F) computes LTE terrestrial BS power consumption as the
summation of the individual power consumption of the baseband unit (BBU), radio frequency (RF)
chains, power amplifiers (PA) and overhead [10,19]. The model is a function of bandwidth, the number
of antennas, modulation scheme, traffic load factor, etc. Unfortunately, the model is not designed for
a HAP communication system using phased array antenna systems. In [20], a consumption model
for microcell and macrocell BSs is proposed, which is validated by real measurements considering
different day and night loadings.
1.2. Contribution
Evaluating the viability of solar-powered HAPs for wireless communications requires the
development of specific energy collection and consumption models. This work aims to facilitate the
understanding of how the design and operation of solar-powered aircraft might affect the feasibility of
providing wireless communications over varying areas with respect to power and weight limitations
of the aircraft. This involves showing the necessary calculations required to highlight the methodology
of using solar-powered HAPs, the lack of which in a wider sense has led to the failure of some HAP
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projects in the past. While significant work on the design of HAPs for wireless communications is
ongoing in industry, there is a lack of details of the specific engineering involved in open literature.
This paper aims to provide the much-needed information. In this regard, the contributions of this
paper are as follows:
• Development of an energy harvesting model for a solar-powered aircraft-based HAP suitable for
wireless communication missions.
• Development of an energy consumption model for a HAP BS payload using phased array antenna
system for wireless communication.
• Bringing together the necessary calculations for the first time in the public domain to show the
methodology and feasibility of aircraft-based HAPs in different geographical locations.
• Using the developed models to analyse the feasibility of the current state-of-the-art HAPs for
wireless communications service delivery over an extended coverage area.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses the major components of
the energy ecosystem for solar-powered HAPs deployed for wireless communications. In Section 3,
an energy collection model is developed, which depends on the number of hours of daylight at a
given latitude. Section 4 proposes energy consumption models for an aircraft considering the power
required to maintain both steady horizontal flight and banked flight around a circle of a given radius.
Additionally, an energy consumption model for HAP communication systems using phased array
antennas is proposed. The feasibility of solar-powered HAPs for wireless communication service
provisioning considering the system energy collection and consumption is highlighted in Section 5.
In Section 6, the proposed models are analysed with respect to different HAP platforms and coverage
configurations. Lastly, the paper is concluded in Section 7.
2. Solar-Powered HAP Energy Ecosystem
The major components of a HAP energy ecosystem are shown in Figure 1. The total energy that
can be harvested is limited by the aircraft wing area which limits the solar cell area in order not to
undermine the aeronautical design integrity of the aircraft [8]. The energy consumption on the other
hand involves the platform propulsion system, avionics and payload. Consumption by the propulsion
system is affected by factors including payload and platform weight. The baseband, RF, antenna,
energy storage and backhaul units all contribute to the payload weight, while the platform frame and
the avionics system contribute to the platform weight. The feasibility of the aircraft is not significantly
affected by the weight of the solar cells [8] especially as high efficiency ultra-thin solar cells are already
commercially available.
For the backhaul network, free space optical (FSO) and mmWave technologies can potentially
be used. The choice depends on the compromise between the weight and the required data rate.
The antenna unit comprises of antenna arrays operating at V-band frequencies (e.g., 47/48 GHz
allocated for HAPs by the ITU-R [21]), which are expectedly small in size compared to other
components in the ecosystem. A typical implementation of a HAP backhaul network at V-band
frequency can therefore integrate the RF, BBU and antenna functionalities in a single unit.
The modularity of the components in the ecosystem is important for multi-mission solutions that
require minimal reconfiguration for each mission. In [22], the authors propose an architecture for the
electrical power system of a UAV, which separates the power system into solar module, battery module
and payload module. This allows for scalability if the modules are properly designed. The Solar and
energy storage modules, which are some of the main components of the solar-powered HAP energy
ecosystem, are briefly discussed below:
1. Ultra-thin solar cells—Single crystalline based solar cell technology has been used over the years.
The cost of silicon Si, which dominates single crystalline based solar cells, catalysed the studies
for alternatives. This resulted in two-compound technologies like Gallium Arsenide (GaAs). Thin
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film solar cells are a good technology for weight limited HAP applications. Different technologies
like the ultra-thin crystalline silicon (c-Si) [23] have also been used to produced ultra-thin solar
cells. Unfortunately, c-Si suffer from other factors such as poor light absorption.
2. Energy Storage—The most common energy storage systems proposed for HAPs are batteries and
fuel cells. Typical examples of these systems usable in solar-powered HAPs are Lithium-Sulphur
(Li-S) batteries and hydrogen fuel cells (HFC). The ideal storage system for a given mission
depends on location, platform characteristics, weight, specific energy and system deployment
scenario, etc. Some commercially available systems such as Zephyr-S use Li-S battery storage.
Presently, battery-based storage systems are often the limiting factor for long-endurance wireless
communication missions given the current state-of-the-art in battery technology and the weight
constraints of HAPs. Alternatively, HFCs with significantly higher specific energy present a more
feasible energy storage system. HFCs can provide continuous energy in the presence of hydrogen
fuel, and a conventional HFC does not require charging. Adequate power for a given application
is delivered by an appropriate stack of HFCs [24]. The technology has been researched over the
years and has been used in space missions. In [25], the optimal sizing of a photovoltaic/hydrogen
system ideal for HAP applications is proposed using a particle swarm optimizer (PSO).
Figure 1. Components of solar-powered HAP energy ecosystem contributing to the total energy
consumption of a solar-powered HAPs for wireless communication.
The energy storage system is an essential component in solar-powered aircraft-based HAP
and must be critically considered for any application. Since continuous operation of the wireless
communication system is required, an adequate amount of energy is required for night-time operation
especially. This can potentially increase the required energy storage weight which means a larger
wingspan is needed. Therefore, appropriate sizing of the storage system can allow for the use of a
smaller aircraft and an increase in mission endurance. It is shown in [26] that the maximum achievable
mission endurance can be increased by methodically sizing the battery system. In [25], studies show
that optimal sizing of a photovoltaic HFC increases the efficiency of the energy system. Lee et al. [27]
apply an active power management method, which determines the power output for aerial vehicles
powered by solar cells, fuel cells and batteries. The proposed method facilitates adequate power
supply during the continuously changing flight conditions, keeping power sources within their proper
operational bounds. In general, effective energy management strategies can ensure better energy
system performance of a solar-powered aircraft-basedHAP. This can involve path planning by allowing
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the aircraft to climb to a maximum altitude during sunrise, storing energy and gliding after sunset as
studies [6,8,25] show. However, this will undoubtedly increase the complexity of the communication
system, as adequate compensation for the increased propagation loss at the maximum height needs
to be taken into consideration. However, the total collected energy can be increased significantly
by ensuring that the sun’s rays are perpendicular to the cell surface. The efficiency of some of the
components of the energy management system, which includes MPPT, power converter, battery
management, etc., is beyond the scope of this work. However, they have to be considered in practical
systems. A number of mathematical symbols, which are defined in Table A1 in the Appendix A, are
used in the analysis in this paper.
3. Energy Collection Model
The intensity of solar radiation impinging on a horizontal surface is dependent on latitude and
the position of the sun in the sky. While observing the sun from the earth, it appears to move along
a great circle on the celestial sphere concentric to earth called the ecliptic as shown in Figure 2. The
celestial sphere is an imaginary sphere of an arbitrarily large radius. Realistically, the earth is rotating
around an axis z’, tilted by and angle of obliquity ε = 23.44◦ = 0.4093 with respect to the ecliptic
frame [28]. On the ecliptic frame, the sun’s latitude is 0◦.
Figure 2. The earth and the sun on the celestial sphere. ξ is the slowly changing elevation angle of
the sun as observed from earth while ε is the angle of obliquity. x, y, z are coordinate axes at an
observation point.
The solar radiation detected above the atmosphere is referred to as extra-terrestrial solar radiation.
This is higher than that detected at the surface of the earth because of gaseous and water vapour
absorption of radiation at some wavelengths in the atmosphere. Fortunately, in stratosphere,
the amount of water vapour is less than 0.05% of the amount on the Earth’s surface [17]. The expression
for the instantaneous extra-terrestrial solar intensity, Gi is given as follows [25]:
Gi = Gsc
(
1+ 0.033 cos
(
360d
365
))
× (sin(L) sin(δ) + cos(L) cos(δ) cos(h)) , (1)
where Gsc = 1366.1 W/m
2 is a standard solar constant at zero air mass defined by American Society
Testing and Materials ASTM E490, δ is the solar declination angle, which is a function of day d of the
year, L is the latitude and h is the solar hour angle.
Assuming that the HAP is maintained horizontally throughout its mission duration, the solar
irradiance on a plane horizontal to the surface of the earth is the sum of the direct, diffuse and reflected
components of the solar radiation intensity. In the stratosphere, with very low levels of aerosols
and water vapour resulting in a negligible probability of scattering, the Rayleigh distributed diffuse
components can be neglected. It is assumed that the solar cells are deployed on the parts of the
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platform facing the sky, hence the reflected component is also neglected. Therefore, only the direct
component is considered. Additionally, we assume that the HAP is horizontal and parallel to the
surface of the earth. We also assume that the sun ‘rises’ from one side of the horizontal plane with
respect to the HAP and ‘sets’ on the other side of the plane as depicted in Figure 3, the sun is seen to be
rising at position 1, its trajectory is depicted in between its setting position at 6. Note that the motion
of the sun is continuous, and the numbering is just for clarity. The angle θ is the solar zenith angle,
which is a function of the position of the sun. It is important to note that the sun never really gets to an
elevation angle of 90◦(90◦ − θ, zenith angle of 0◦) in most cases. This only occurs occasionally at the
equator.
The radiation intensity given in Equation (1), which is a function of the solar hour angle requires
computation of the intensity at any particular time, and the solar hour angle must be known. This
increases the necessary computations. To simplify, it is assumed that the maximum radiation intensity
Gmi that can be experienced at any latitude is detected at the equator at solar noon (i.e., hour angle,
h = 0◦) and given as
Gmi = Gsc
(
1+ 0.033 cos
(
360d
365
))
× (sin(L) sin(δ) + cos(L) cos(δ)) , (2)
where the solar declination angle δ expressed as a function of day of the year [26] is given in radians as
δ = 0.4093 sin
(
2pi (d− 79.75)
365
)
. (3)
Introducing Lambert’s cosine law (which states that the irradiance measured on a plane will vary
with respect to the cosine of the angle between the optical axis of the source and normal to the detector
(see Figure 4)), combining (1) and (2), the following is obtained:
Gi = Gmi cos
(pi
2
− ξ
)
, (4)
where ξ is the elevation angle of the sun.
Figure 3. The movement of the sun from sunrise to sunset around the platform. Both the elevation and
zenith angles of the sun are slowly changing at the same rate from sunrise to sunset.
The radiation intensity of the sun varies with the incidence angle on the plane of the platform,
while the total energy collected on a given day of the year is also dependent on the number of daylight
hours. The total irradiance per m2 on a given day is collected between sunrise and sunset. Since
the elevation angle, as observed at the HAP, varies with time resulting in a varying solar radiation
intensity, the sun’s elevation angle as a function of time duration since sunrise on a typical day, which
can be referred to as elevation angle time series function, is defined. An approximate elevation angle
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time series is derived to facilitate the formulation of an expression to calculate the total solar irradiance
per m2 on a given day. In deriving the elevation angle time series function for a typical day, we assume
that at sunrise the elevation angle as observed from the HAP is zero (i.e., the sun is in line with the HAP)
and that the sun’s elevation angle is consistently increasing afterwards. There is a direct proportionality
between time duration since sunrise t and the elevation angle at that particular duration ξ(t). For
instance, if sunrise is 6.00 a.m., then t = 0 at this time, while 8.00 a.m. t = 2 h. The elevation angle
continues increasing slowly with t until noon at which point the maximum elevation angle for the
day has been attained. The elevation angle then starts decreasing at a similar rate until sunset when it
equals zero. This results in a triangular elevation angle time series function given in (5) and Figure 5.
Actually, Matricciani in [29] show that the elevation angle time series heuristically determined for
some select days in a year is not exactly represented by a triangular function. Matricciani shows
that elevation angle time series function is almost parabolic in shape. However, (5) is a pessimistic
approximation of the elevation angle time series. The accuracy of the function increases with increasing
maximum elevation angles as depicted in Figure 6. This is particularly significant as HAPs are expected
to operate mainly in regions with high maximum elevation angle. It is important to note that the
triangular function potentially leads to a point of singularity at noon. However, this does not affect
total solar irradiance calculation, which is analogous to evaluating the area under the triangle. This
can be achieved straightforwardly irrespective of the singularity.
Figure 4. The depiction of Lambert’s law. Intensity at the plane is maximum when the source is
perpendicular. Intensity decreases with increasing angle of the source from the perpendicular axis.
Figure 5. The sun’s elevation angle time series function for a typical day. ξm is the maximum altitude
of the sun in radians. τ is the time (in hours) from sunrise to sunset at the given latitude. The rising
part of the triangle indicates sunrise while the falling part indicates sunset.
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Figure 6. Heuristically determined elevation angle time series for spring equinox (E), winter and
summer solstice (WS & SS) from [29] annotated with the proposed triangular time series function.
The dashed line shows the proposed triangular function with increasing accuracy with respect to the
increasing maximum elevation angle.
The elevation angle time series function is expressed mathematically as
ξ(t) =
{
2ξm
τ t, t <
τ
2
2ξm −
2ξm
τ t, t ≥
τ
2
. (5)
Substituting (5) into (4) yields
Gi = Gmi


cos
(
pi
2 −
2ξm
τ t
)
, t < τ2 ,
cos
(
pi
2 −
(
2ξm −
2ξm
τ t
))
, t ≥ τ2
. (6)
The total extra-terrestrial solar irradiance GTi per m
2 on the surface of a high altitude platform
at stratospheric altitude on a given day of the year at a particular latitude is therefore computed by
integrating (6) over the duration between sunrise and sunset as shown below:
GTi =
∫ τ
2
0
Gmi cos
(
pi
2
−
2ξm
τ
t
)
δt +
∫ τ
τ
2
Gmi cos
(
pi
2
−
(
2ξm −
2ξm
τ
t
))
δt. (7)
Integrating the triangular function over the entire range 0 – τ is equivalent to integrating only
half, e.g., 0 – τ2 , and multiplying the result by 2. Therefore, (7) can be simplified as follows:
GTi = 2Gmi
∫ τ
2
0
cos
(
pi
2
−
2ξm
τ
t
)
δt. (8)
Evaluating the integral in (8) yields the expression for GTi, which is given in the following
equation:
GTi =
Gmiτ
ξm
(1− cos(ξm)) . (9)
Using (9) requires the knowledge of the time duration τ from sunrise to sunset at a particular
latitude, and the maximum elevation of the sun on a given day of the year. In [28], closed form
expressions of the daylight time duration, τ(L, d) as a function of the azimuthal angle, ϕ(d) of the sun
and mean anomaly M(d) (the angular distance of the sun) are given as follows:
M(d) = −0.041+ 0.017202d, (10)
ϕ(d) = −1.3411+ M(d) + 0.0334 sin(M(d)) + 0.0003 sin(2M(d)). (11)
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The following equation expresses the daylight time duration.
τ(L, d) = 24
(
1−
1
pi
cos−1(tan(L)) ×

 sin(ε) sin(ϕ(d))√
1− sin2(ε) sin2(ϕ(d))



 . (12)
The maximum elevation of the sun ξm on a given day of the year is a function of latitude and
declination angle [28], which varies with day of the year. It can be estimated in radians using the
following equation [30]:
ξm(Lr, δ) =
pi
2
+ Lr − δ, (13)
where Lr is the latitude in radians, which can be positive or negative, depending on whether it is
referencing the northern or southern hemisphere, respectively.
Energy Collection Model Application
Using (10)–(13), the daylight time duration at different locations with varying latitudes over the
duration of 1 year are computed and plotted as shown in Figure 7. The locations near the equator
have an approximately constant time duration of daylight from sunrise to sunset. Moving north of
the equator, the longest duration of daylight is witnessed on the day of the mid-year solstice which
occurs on 21st June (i.e., d = 172). This can be as long as 17 h of daylight in York, United Kingdom
(Lat: 53.96◦N) for instance. Conversely, the shortest day witnessed at all locations north of the equator
occurs on the year-end solstice (i.e., 21st December, d = 355). In addition, in York for instance, this
could be as short as just 7 h. The total solar irradiance per m2, GTi at locations as in Figure 7 is
computed using (9) and plotted for different days of the year.
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Figure 7. Duration of daylight for given days of the year. This varies as the distance of sun from earth
varies throughout the year.
Figure 8 shows that GTi in equatorial regions ranges between 7–8 kWh/m
2/day around June/July
when the sun is furthest from the equator. This value increases to approximately 11 kWh/m2/day
towards the beginning and the end of the year when the sun is closest to the equator. On the contrary,
GTi attains its maximum value of approximately 14 kWh/m
2/day in regions further up the northern
hemisphere during the middle of the year. The main reason being the significantly longer duration of
daylight experienced during this time of the year [31]. Unfortunately, the GTi drops to its minimum
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value of approximately 1.5 kWh/m2/day on December the 21st in the northern hemisphere, due to the
small duration of daylight.
Therefore, continuous year-round operations of a solar-powered HAP in the northern hemisphere
(especially towards the North Pole) are constrained by the duration of daylight on the year-end solstice.
To ensure feasible operations, the total energy, EnT collected by the platforms on the year-end solstice
is evaluated with the total energy consumption by the platform and payload to ensure adequate
availability of energy. This is based on an assumption that energy can only be stored for 24 h.
Considering the total area of solar cells deployed on the platform and the efficiency of the solar cells,
and EnT is expressed as follows:
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Figure 8. Total solar irradiance per m2 at various locations for a given day of the year highlighting the
longer days in northern hemisphere.
EnT = ηpv ApvGTi, (14)
where ηpv and Apv are efficiency and area of the photovoltaic system.
4. Energy Consumption Model
The energy consumed by a HAP can further be separated into into the energy consumed by the
following subsystems:
A Propulsion system,
B Avionics (platform control system),
C Payload.
The total energy consumption of the aircraft is therefore modelled as the sum of the energy
consumptions by the propulsion, the avionics and the payload. The rest of this section describes the
contribution of each of the subsystems to the total consumption.
4.1. Propulsion System Energy Consumption
The propulsion system’s energy consumption is modelled based on the orientation of the HAP.
Two models are developed that consider the following distinct flight patterns:
• SteadyHorizontal flight: Here, the platformmaintains a steady horizontal flight in the stratosphere
moving in the direction of thrust.
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• Steady Circular Flight: In steady circular flight, the platform operates within a position circle of a
given radius and at a fixed banking angle.
4.1.1. Horizontal Flight
Firstly, in order to evaluate the energy consumption by the propulsion system of a HAP, we assume
that the aircraft is maintaining a steady horizontal flight. The principal forces acting on the platform in
flight are depicted in Figure 9.
Figure 9. Forces acting on a HAP in flight.
In steady horizontal flight, the platform lift force, Fl and weight, Fw are equal. In addition,
the forward thrust, Ft equals its drag Fd. The Lift force, Fl is generally expressed as
Fl = Fw =
1
2
(
ρV2AwCL
)
, (15)
where ρ is the air density, V is the velocity of the aircraft, Aw is the platform’s wing surface area and
CL is the coefficient of lift. Rearranging (15),
Fw
CL
=
1
2
(
ρV2Aw
)
. (16)
Similarly, thrust, Tt and drag, Dg force can be expressed as a function of the drag coefficient CD in
the following equation:
Ft = Fd =
1
2
(
ρV2AwCD
)
. (17)
Thus, substituting (16) into (17) gives
Ft = Fw
(
CD
CL
)
. (18)
The power required, Preq, defined in the following equation, is a function of thrust Tt, velocity V,
and propeller efficiency ηprop of the HAP:
Preq =
TtV
ηprop
. (19)
Solving for V in (15) and substituting both (18) and the solution for V into (19), Preq in Watts,
which is used in Section 5.2 to estimate the required power for some example platforms, can be
expressed as
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Preq =

 CD
ηpropC
3
2
L


√
2W3T
ρAw
, (20)
where WT is the weight of the platform.
In the rest of the paper, the propeller efficiency ηprop used for calculations is 80%. This is based on
the comprehensive study of UAV propeller performance in [32].
4.1.2. Steady Circular Flight with Banking
Assuming the HAP follows a circular trajectory within a circle of radius R (different values for R
are defined by ITU-R and the Helinet project [33]), at a bank angle α as shown in Figure 10.
Figure 10. Steady circular motion of a HAP flying at a banking angle α.
For the HAP in Figure 10 to maintain steady circular flight at the same altitude, the vertical
component of the lift force, Flv must be equal to the total weight Fw. In addition, the centripetal force
FC is assumed equal to the drag force. Therefore,
Flv = Fl cos(α) = Fw = mT g, (21)
FC = Fl sin(α) =
mTV
2
R
, (22)
where mT and g are total mass (including payload) and acceleration due to gravity. Combining (21)
and (22), the banking angle α is obtained as follows:
α = tan−1
(
V2
gR
)
. (23)
The turn radius can be defined based on Equation (23) as R = V
2
g tan(α)
. Since the directions
of the centripetal force and acceleration are directed towards the centre of the circle, the tangential
acceleration is equal to zero. In this case, the significant forces acting on the HAP are the centripetal
force, the total weight of the platform and the lift force. Following similar assumptions as in the case
of the steady level flight above,
Fw = Fl cos(α), (24)
Fl
Fw
=
1
cos(α)
= L f , (25)
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where L f is referred to as the aircraft load factor. The power required Preq_cb to maintain a steady
circular flight at a bank angle α is a product of the square of the load factor at a given bank angle and
the power required for a steady level flight [34]. Therefore,
Preq_cb =
(
1
cos(α)
)2
Preq. (26)
4.2. Payload Energy Consumption
Here, the HAP payload is the base station apparatus that provides wireless access to the users
and a backhaul link from the HAP to the infrastructure on the ground. Detailed studies have been
carried out on the energy efficiency of an LTE BS by the EARTH project [19,35]. The project proposed
an Energy Efficiency Evaluation Framework (E3F), which can be applied in estimating the power
consumption of a BS. The framework estimates the power consumption of a BS as the summation of
the power consumed by the BS baseband unit, the PA, RF chains and overhead. The model highlights
that baseband power is dependent on variables such as the system bandwidth BW, modulation scheme
M, coding rate R, number of antennas Ant, time-domain duty-cycle Dt and frequency-domain duty
cycle D f . Time-domain duty-cycle is the fraction of time during which the baseband circuitry is active,
while the frequency-domain duty cycle is the proportion of the frequency resources in use. Each of
these parameters are weighted and scaled according to their contribution to the overall baseband
consumption. The weighting and scaling are based on similar parameters obtained from a reference
BS whose power was obtained by measurements. Studies in [35] give the power consumption of the
different sub-component chips of the RF chain under transmitting and receiving scenarios.
Using the EARTH model for terrestrial BS power consumption, we estimate a HAP BS power
consumption. The BS is assumed to be operating with a 20 MHz system bandwidth and 1600 antenna
elements. Assuming a PA efficiency of 47% with 100% time-domain and frequency-domain duty-cycle,
the total estimated HAP BS power consumption obtained is in excess of 60 kW. This is very pessimistic
and the significantly high power consumption results from the model’s lack of consideration of massive
antenna array scenario. In addition, the model is not optimized for high altitude platform applications.
These illustrate the shortcomings of trying to evaluate a HAP based system using models optimised for
terrestrial operation. Given that the EARTH model was developed for terrestrial BS, it is inappropriate
to apply it for bespoke systems like HAP BS.
Since there is no appropriate model for HAP BS power consumption estimation in the literature,
we derive an alternative model. Assuming a HAP BS consists of N antenna elements forming a
maximum of C cells on the ground, it can be assumed that each cell has a maximum RF output power
Pout. Considering the PA efficiency, we estimate the input to the PA as follows:
PPA =
CPout
ηPA
. (27)
In the EARTH model, the PA is estimated to contribute approximately 57% of the total BS power
consumption. We can therefore express the total power consumption by a HAP BS as a function of the
fraction of the consumption by its PA, as follows:
PHT =
CPout
γηPA
, (28)
where γ is the fraction of total power consumption by the BS power amplifier. The whole communication
system payload power consumption PHT can therefore be expressed as
PHT =
CPout
γηPA
+ Pbh, (29)
where Pbh is the backhaul sub-system power consumption.
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In order to understand the cellular performance within a HAP service area, estimating the number
of cells needed to provide contiguous coverage over a service area is important. The geometry of
the cells vary from circular at the sub-platform point to elliptical further away. This is based on the
radiation pattern of the antenna in the HAP [36]. Its shown in [37] that an estimated 265 cells are
required to provide contiguous coverage within a service area of 60km radius. The result is based on a
1600 element planar phased array antenna with transmit power of 2 W, 2.1 GHz carrier frequency and
using a free-space path loss with randomly distributed shadowing propagation model. The antenna
elements are spaced at half-wavelength apart and the estimated area of the array is approximately
15 m2. Assuming a minimum RF output power for each cell of 2 W and a PA efficiency of 47%,
the power consumed by the access network of the communication system is computed using (30).
Considering that in [19,35] it is estimated that the PA consumes about 57% of the total consumption,
we conservatively assume the contribution of the PA to be 50%, i.e., γ = 0.5. The total power
consumption of the base station payload estimated using (30) is ≈ 2.3 kW. Therefore, the 60 kW value
obtained using the EARTH model presents the hard upper limit of power consumption. Realistically,
the power consumption for the stated scenario is more likely to be around the 2.3 kW range. However,
this is dependent on the contribution of the power amplifier to the total BS power consumption.
5. Case Study
Here, an analysis of the possible energy generation and consumption for different solar-powered
HAPs is presented. This is based on year-end solstice (21st December, day = 355), which is the
shortest day in the northern hemisphere. The following analysis is based on a worst-case scenario
where the batteries supporting the platform at the start of the year-end solstice have zero charge.
Therefore, enough solar energy needs to be harvested to support the platform and payload throughout
the day considering two locations—Enugu, Nigeria (Lat: 6.60◦ N) and York, United Kingdom (Lat:
53.96◦ N). These represent equatorial African and northern European scenarios. With focus on the
current state-of-the-art in solar powered HAPs, the analysis considers aircraft with wingspans ranging
between 25–35m. Considering solar-powered aircraft-based HAPs with different wingspans, the
parameters of some example platforms are highlighted in Table 1.
Table 1. Case study examples of solar-powered high altitude platforms [38,39].
Wingspan
(m)
Platform
Mass (kg)
Payload
Mass (kg)
Example
Platforms
25 75 5 Zephyr-S
33 140 20 Zephyr-T
35 150 15 Phasa-35
5.1. Energy Collection
Consider the Zephyr-6, its wing aspect ratio AR = 9.5 with a wingspan Sw = 18.28 m and chord
kcd = 2.13 m. Due to the absence of published data, extrapolating linearly from these, we estimate the
chords of the 25 m, 33 m and 35 m wingspan aircraft using the following expression:
Kicd =
2.13Siw
18.28
, (30)
where Siw ∈ 25, 33, 35. Using (32), the chords of the example platforms are estimated at approximately
2.9 m, 3.9 m and 4.1 m for the 23 m, 33 m, and 35 m wingspan platforms, respectively. We approximate
the wing surface area as the product of chord and wingspan. Thus, the surface area for the platforms
with different wingspans are estimated as given in Table 2.
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Table 2. Example platform wing areas.
Wingspan
(m)
Wing
Area (m2)
Allowance
(m2)
Solar
Area (m2)
25 73 3 76
33 127 6 133
35 143 0 143
The wingspan extrapolation of (32) does not take into account the additional surface area in the
tail stabilizer of the platform where solar cells are deployable. An allowance of 3 m2 per tail area
is added considering the characteristics of the example platforms to obtain the total area available
for solar panel deployment. The current state-of-the-art in solar cell is an ultra-thin GaAs solar cell
with power conversion efficiency of 37.5% and specific power of 3 kW/kg [40]. Using the proposed
energy collection model given in (14) and assuming a solar cell efficiency of 37.5%, we evaluate the
total energy collected per wingspan on the 21st of December at Enugu and York in Table 3 following
the result plotted in Figure 8. The total solar irradiance per unit area for York and Enugu used in the
evaluations are 1.5 kWh/m2 and 10 kWh/m2 respectively based on Figure 8.
Table 3. Solar energy collected by platforms with different wingspans on the year-end solstice.
Wingspan
(m)
Solar
Area (m2)
Enugu
(kWh)
York
(kWh)
25 76 290 42
33 133 507 74
35 143 545 80
Notice the significant difference in the solar irradiance between Enugu and York. Typically, this
conforms to the expectation of lesser solar irradiance towards the North Pole. Combining (14), (20)
and (30), an inequality that must be satisfied in order to overcome the energy constraint and close the
energy budget for a platform with a particular wingspan is expressed as follows:
EnT ≥
(
Preq + PHT + PAv
)
T. (31)
Equation (33) states that the total energy EnT available to the HAP must be greater than or equal
to the product of the HAP operation duration T and the sum of the power required to maintain the
platform in flight Preq, power payload PHT and avionics PAv. Rewriting (33), the following expression
is obtained:
ηpv ApvGTi
T
−
CPout
γηPA
− PAv ≥

 CD
ηpropC
3
2
L


√
2W3T
ρAw
. (32)
We assume that the area of solar cell on the platform Apv is equal to the area of the wing Aw.
Hence, we can express the area of the wing as Swkcd; therefore, (34) becomes
γηPAηpvSwkcdGTi − TCPout − γTηPAPAv
γTηPA
≥

 CD
ηpropC
3
2
L


√
2W3T
ρSwkcd
. (33)
The resulting Equation (35) is complex with numerous inter-related variables. However, ensuring
that the energy budget of a platform closes requires a solution to Equation (35). Considering the
wingspan, among other variables, the longest wingspan that forms part of the solution of the equation
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is the most desirable. This is because the longer the wingspan, the bigger the wing area and hence the
area available for solar cells. Any method of solving Equation (35) must consider the inter-relationship
between the variables of the equation. Considering the left-hand side (l.h.s) and right-hand side (r.h.s)
of the inequality as different functions of Sw, the l.h.s becomes a linear function of Sw while the r.h.s
becomes a cubic function of Sw. The most desirable wingspan is the highest wingspan at a point of
intersection of the two functions for a particular set of variables. A point of intersection is a point where
the inequality condition is satisfied. Figure 11 presents an indicative plot of the functions showing one
point of intersection and the corresponding wingspan.
Figure 11. Indicative plot of the functions of HAP wingspan. The desirable wingspan that satisfies the
energy requirements of the HAP is determined at the equal point of the functions.
5.2. Energy Consumption
The following subsections provide estimates of the energy consumption for propulsion, wireless
communication and avionics payload, respectively.
5.2.1. Propulsion
In order to estimate the power required by each of the platforms using the power equation, the lift
and drag coefficients are necessary. The lift coefficient is estimated building from (15) as
CL =
2WT
ρV2Aw
=
2mtg
ρV2Aw
, (34)
where mt and g are the mass of the platform and the acceleration due to gravity. Assuming the true
airspeed V = 20 m/s, air density ρ = 0.09 kg/m3 at 20 km altitude and g = 9.8 m/s2, CL is 0.54, 0.60,
and 0.57 for typical aircraft with wingspans of 25 m, 33 m and 35 m, respectively.
Wireless deployment of cells from different aircraft flying at different airspeed over an area may
differ as a result of cell displacement due to the airspeed difference. Thus, comparative analysis
of the wireless communication system power consumption becomes more complex. Consequently,
a constant airspeed approach is used in this paper for simplified analysis and to facilitate a direct
comparison between the different aircraft. However, the example platform designs may have different
true airspeed in practice, but we try to avoid extrapolating from aircraft that is intended for travel to a
HAP that is intended to be quasi-stationary. Drag coefficient values are obtained using a drag polar,
which is a tabular or graphical relationship between lift and drag coefficients for different aerofoils.
All platforms under study use laminar aerofoils. In [11], the drag polar of two typical laminar aerofoils
are shown. Drag coefficients corresponding to the lift coefficients of 25 m, 33 m and 35 m wingspan
aircraft evaluated above are estimated from the drag polar to be approximately 0.0070, 0.0075 and
0.0071, respectively. The power required by the platforms is estimated using (20). The power required
by the platforms with different wingspans considered in this paper is estimated in Table 4.
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Table 4. Estimated parameters of platforms with different wingspans.
Wingspan
(m)
Wing Area
(m2)
Power
Required
(W)
Lift
Coefficient,
CL
Drag
Coefficient,
CD
25 73 243 0.54 0.0070
33 127 429 0.60 0.0075
35 143 459 0.57 0.0071
The power required to maintain a steady horizontal flight and steady flight at a banking angle for
the different platforms obtained using (26) is shown in Figure 12. The figure shows that, for steady
flights at bank angles less than 30◦, the power required is close to that required for a steady level
flight. Assuming the Helinet and ITU proposed position cylinders of radius 4 km and 0.61 km [41],
the bank angle required to maintain an aircraft within the cylinders are approximately 1◦ and 4◦
respectively. At these bank angles, which can be obtained using (23), it is observed in Figure 12 that
difference in the required power compared with the power required for steady level flight is negligible.
Thus, all calculations and analysis in this paper applies also to HAPs flying in the defined position
cylinders. From (26),
lim
α→90
((
1
cos(α)
)2
Preq
)
= ∞. (35)
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Figure 12. Power required for steady banked flights at different banking angles the for different
example wingspans.
5.2.2. Communication and Avionics
Considering a service area radius of 60 km, we estimate that contiguous coverage can be provided
by deploying a minimum of 265 cells as shown by the studies in [37]. If each cell transmits a maximum
of 2 W with PA efficiency of 50%, the power consumption by the communication payload can be
estimated using Equation (30) as approximately 2.3 kW. If a smaller service area radius of about
30 km is considered, contiguous coverage can be provided by deploying at least 187 cells based on
the simulations described in [37], using similar assumptions for the 60 km radius service area case.
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Therefore, the power consumption for a 30 km radius service area is estimated to be approximately
1.6 kW.
The consumption by the avionics system can be estimated using parameters in [9] where the
avionics mass-to-power ratio is given as 6 W/kg and weight of the avionic sub-system is 22 kg. The
total avionics power consumption, PAv, for an estimated 22 kg avionic sub-system is approximately
equal to 132 W.
6. Analysis
The total power consumption, Ptot = Preq + PHT + PAv of the different platforms and payload is
evaluated as given in Table 5. The feasibility analysis of the case study platforms in terms of energy
harvesting and consumption based on the proposed models are discussed in two categories. The first
highlights the feasibility of wireless communication service provisioning in a realistic coverage area of
30km radius while the other underscores the feasibility in an extended coverage scenario.
Table 5. Estimated power consumption of the case study platforms.
Wingspan
(m)
Ptot [30 km]
(kW)
Ptot [60 km]
(kW)
25 2.0 2.7
33 2.2 2.9
35 2.2 2.9
6.1. 30 km Radius Service Area
Most HAP studies [42,43] consider service area of 30 km radius. In order to conform to the
majority of the studies, we also consider a service area of 30 km radius. The total energy required for a
24 h continuous operation of the HAP system (24Ptot) at full capacity is approximately 48 kWh for 25 m
wingspan HAP, and 53 kWh for both the 33 m and 35 m wingspan HAP. The total available energy in
York, which is evaluated using (14) and presented in Table 3, is approximately 42 kWh, 74 kWh and
80 kWh, respectively. Clearly, the energy harvested by the 25 m platform is below its requirement,
while the 33 m and 35 m platforms can potentially harvest sufficient energy to support their operation.
Figures 13 and 14 show the estimated total harvested energy by the example platforms of varying
wingspans (thus different solar cell area) in Enugu and York, respectively. Considering the minimum
9 kWh, 13.5 kWh and 14.2 kWh (i.e., 24(Preq + PAv)) required energy for continuous flight for a day
by the respective platforms, the total energy harvested by the platforms is sufficient to keep them
in flight. However, 24 h wireless communications from a HAP over a service area of 30 km radius
is not feasible with the 25 m platform due to the insufficient energy available to the communication
payload. However, considering the 1.6 kW payload power consumption, sufficient energy is available
to provide approximately 21 h of wireless communications from the 25 m.
On the other hand, configuring the 25 m platform to operate at full capacity for half of the day and
half capacity for the second half of the day by gliding for instance can increase the energy available
to the communication payload. For instance, energy can be saved by allowing the HAP to increase
its altitude slowly during the day while harvesting energy, and gliding at night to minimize energy
consumption [6]. Consequently, the total energy required for continuous flight of the 25 m HAP
can be reduced to 6.4 kWh. This configuration allows for an increase in the duration of wireless
communication delivery from the 25 m wingspan HAP to approximately 22 h. The use of HFC to
complement the available solar energy is an alternative to improve the available power to both platform
and payload, thereby increasing the duration of operation. A conventional HFC can be used with
sufficient hydrogen fuel to last through a required period as shown in Figure 15. Practically, the HFC
is needed for only a few days or weeks of the year when the total solar irradiance is at the minimum.
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Note that we have neglected the power consumption of the backhaul network in our analysis thus far;
however, it must be considered in realistic deployments. The HAP operator may decide how best to
deploy the HAP system to provide services for a determined duration of time per day. Considering
the 33 m and 35 m platforms, continuous 24 h full operation is possible because of the availability of
sufficient energy.
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Figure 13. Estimated Total Harvested Energy for different platform wingspans—Enugu (Lat: 6.6◦ N).
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Figure 14. Estimated Total Harvested Energy for different platform wingspans—York (Lat: 53.96◦ N).
It is important to note that, apart from energy availability, the feasibility of a platform for wireless
communication is further limited by the maximum payload weight it can support. This is important
when considering the weight of the energy storage and other subsystems for the HAP mission.
As highlighted earlier, the hard constraint here is the available payload weight allowance on the
HAP. A typical specific energy of hydrogen storage tank varies between 1–2 kWh/kg [44–46] with
the current state-of-the-art. The estimated payload energy consumption in 24 h is approximately
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38 kWh. Using a fuel cell of 2 kWh/kg considering the current state-of-the-art, the weights for the
energy storage and payload needed for 24 h continuous full-capacity HAP operation is 19 kg. Hence,
perpetual delivery of wireless communications is not possible using a single HAP. However, the
possibility of a high power fuel cell with specific energy of >3.3 kWh/kg is shown by Eickhoff and
Klein in their patent application [47]. Futuristically, assuming the proposed HFC by Eickhoff and Klein
with specific energy of 3.3 kWh/kg can be commercialised by overcoming its oxygen accumulation
problem, the energy storage system weight becomes approximately 11.5 kg. Considering the weight of
other necessary payloads, in both cases, the total payload weight limit of the 25 m wingspan platform,
as given in Table 1, is exceeded. Therefore, the 25 m wingspan platform is not suitable for wireless
communications. However, if the proposed HFC by Eickhoff and Klein is used, the 33 m and 35 m
wingspan platforms can certainly support the 11.5 kg energy storage system with 8.5 kg and 3.5 kg
available for other payload respectively based on Table 1. The 33 m and 35 m wingspan platforms with
less payload constraints are certainly feasible in both Enugu and York considering their significantly
higher available solar energy.
Figure 15. Proposed energy subsystem using hydrogen fuel cells.
6.2. 60 km Radius Service Area
Due to the increased energy consumption resulting from extending the service area, the 25 m
wingspan HAP can harvest enough energy to maintain operation for approximately 15 h. This is based
on the 42 kWh generated energy and 2.7 kWh total energy consumption as highlighted in Tables 3
and 4. However, we show in the previous subsection that the 25 m wingspan platform is not ideal for
wireless communication from HAP mostly due to its weight limitations. Therefore, our analysis in this
subsection largely focuses on the 33 m and 35 mwingspan platforms for an extended wireless coverage
significantly beyond an area of 30 k radius. Based on the studies in [37] on HAP cell deployments,
wireless service provisioning using the 33 m and 35 m wingspan platforms in an area of 60 km radius
for a whole day requires approximately 70 kWh of energy (i.e., 24Ptot). In both Enugu and York,
sufficient energy is available to the platforms for 24 h continuous wireless communications service
delivery as highlighted in Table 3. This confirms the feasibility of the 33 m and 35 m platforms subject
to overcoming the weight constraint.
Assuming half the energy is expended for daytime operation, the energy storage needed for
night-time operation must have the capacity of storing approximately 35 kWh of energy for both
platforms. With the HFC developed by Eickhoff and Klein, HAP extended coverage in equatorial
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regions is potentially feasible in the near future subject to the weight of other necessary subsystems.
The feasibility of the 25 m wingspan platform is power and weight limited in the UK and other places
further up northern hemisphere while it is mostly only weight constrained in equatorial regions.
Conversely, the 33 m and 35 m wingspan platforms are potentially feasible in terms of energy storage
weight especially if storage systems with high specific energy are used. However, the weight of
other payloads like the access and backhaul subsystems may affect the feasibility of both platforms.
Realistically, it is difficult to overcome the limitations of both energy and weight requirements for
continuous whole-day operations on the 21st of December with the currently available platforms.
Nevertheless, with improvements in HAP design such as wingspan, these limitations can be
overcome in the future. Certainly, airships with higher payload and power allowance present a viable
alternative for all scenarios discussed. Significant development in aeronautics will expectedly allow for
the development of platforms with higher form factor. Thus, the capability of lifting heavier payloads
may be realised promptly with continuous development in aeronautic technology. For instance, the
Boeing 737 (B-737) aircraft has a wingspan of 35.79 m and can lift a maximum of 186 passengers.
The Boeing 747 (B-747) with higher form factor has a wingspan of 60 m, lifting a maximum of 660
passengers. The ratio of the wingspan of B-747 to B-737 is approximately 1.68. Similarly, the ratio of
B-747 payload to B-737 is approximately 3.55. Hence, the payload increase factor is approximately
1.68 × 3.55 (=5.96). Therefore, doubling the wingspan for instance can allow for up to six times the
amount of payload an aircraft can support. See (16) for the relationship between wingspan and lift
force for any given aircraft. Doubling the wingspan of Phasa-35 to get 70 m for instance could probably
enable the new aircraft to lift 90 kg worth of payload. It is worth noting that increasing wingspan of an
aircraft is complicated as a result of the size, weight and power (SWAP) phenomenon. However, longer
wingspan is aerodynamically achievable as demonstrated by NASA Pathfinder and Centurion aircraft.
NASA Pathfinder, a solar-powered aircraft with a wingspan of 29.5 m supports a payload of 45 kg. On
the other hand, Centurion with double the wingspan at 61.8 m supports a payload of up to 270 kg,
which is exactly six times that of Pathfinder. Unfortunately, even though Pathfinder only flew for a few
hours at high altitude [48] and Centurion only achieved low altitude validation flights [49], the fact
remains that longer wingspan results in higher payload support. This is achievable as demonstrated
by these platforms and their limitations can be overcome with more advanced engineering, which
is beyond what was obtainable 15 years ago. Another interesting platform, specially designed for
wireless communications, is the 78 m wingspan solar-powered aircraft from HAPSMobile called
‘Hawk 30’ [50]. With its large wingspans, the platform will overcome both the power and weight
constraints, and if the platform’s flight tests scheduled for the second half of 2019 is successful, the
feasibility of HAPs for wireless communication will increase with faster than anticipated deployment
of HAPs. Apart from increasing form factor of aircraft, network splitting can be used to minimize
energy consumption and payload weight by having different hardware located either on the aircraft or
on the ground by using Cloud-based Random Access (C-RAN) functional splitting. C-RAN systems
adapt network functional splitting by separating the functionality of the BBU or RH [51].
7. Conclusions
In this paper, the energy management of solar-powered aircraft-based HAP for wireless
communications is studied. Models for estimating energy collection and consumption in a HAP
have been proposed. It has been shown that, with the current platforms, with wingspans ranging
between 25–35 m, wireless communications can be provided from a HAP for a duration of 15–24 h per
day depending on the platform, latitude of operation, operation configuration, and radius of coverage.
However, for continuous operation for a whole day with current platforms with smaller wingspan,
during the days of the year with limited daylight, the use of hydrogen fuel cell systems is proposed
to supplement the energy captured. Although the feasibility of current platforms is both energy and
power limited, it is suggested that doubling the wingspan of aircraft will provide sufficient gains
in payload carrying capacity, thereby enhancing feasibility. Furthermore, using C-RAN functional
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splitting proposed for next generation wireless systems can increase the feasibility of solar-powered
aircraft-based HAPs for wireless communications.
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Appendix A
Table A1. A list of mathematical symbols. The unit of all angles is radians.
Symbol Meaning
ε Angle of obliquity
Gi Instantaneous extra-terrestrial solar intensity
GSC Standard solar constant at zero air mass
δ Solar declination angle
d Number of day in a year
L Latitude
h Solar hour angle
θ Solar zenith angle
Gmi Maximum radiation intensity
ξm Maximum elevation angle of the sun at a given latitude on a given day
τ Duration of time in hours from sunrise and sunset
GTi Total extra-terrestrial solar irradiance per m
2
EnT Total energy collected in a day at a given latitude
ηpv Efficiency of the photovoltaic system
ηprop Propeller efficiency
ηPA Power amplifier efficiency
Apv Area of the photovoltaic system
Preq Power required to maintain a steady horizontal flight
PHT Total communication payload power consumption
PAv Aircraft avionic system power consumption
T HAP operation duration
Aw Aircraft wing surface area
kcd Aircraft chord length
WT Aircraft weight
mT Aircraft mass
Sw Aircraft wingspan
g Acceleration due to gravity
R Radius of HAP coverage area
FC Centripetal force
Fl Lift force
Ft Thrust force
α Banking angle
ρ Air density
V Aircraft velocity
CL Coefficient of lift
CD Coefficient of drag
C Number of cells
PPA Power amplifier input power
Pout Maximum RF power output of a cell
γ Ratio of power amplifier power consumption to total base station consumption
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